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with indignation as he repudiated the charge that he had dragged
the President into a false position. The marshal, he said, had
refused his own repeated offers to resign. The people who had
exposed the hero of Tannenberg to unprecedented insult were
the groups—he spat the word out—who had made a contest
inevitable. Amid disorder and tumult the division was taken on
the Right's vote of no-confidence; the government held its
majority at twenty-five, a result that was the signal for a hurly-
burly which lasted until the Reichstag decided to adjourn "to
an indefinite date." It was an unfortunate phrase if it was un-
meant; there were not a few members who must have wondered
if it ever would reassemble; there were still more who were
resolved to do what they could to see that it never did.
But with every conceivable device at work then known to the
electioneering expert the nation was not seriously interested in
what the Reichstag said or felt. It was clear to everybody that
the contest was between Hindenburg and Hitler, and in three
days' time it was more than whispered that it was more a question
of keeping Hitler out than of getting Hindenburg in. It was not
the fight of two men; it was the contest of two symbols, between
the Prussian marshal and the Austrian corporal, between "the
sure shield of black bishops and red pacifists,"* and the prophet
of war and heathenism; between the protagonist of order and
the champion of revolution; between youth and age. Hitler made
a tour of Germany by air speaking six and seven times a day
and was everywhere greeted with roaring applause; camera,
cinema, microphone, and poster were pressed into service. Money
was spent like water, and the cynic who said that a permanent
state of presidential electioneering would solve the unemploy-
ment problem had some foundation in fact for a cruel jest. Rioting
and fighting were the order of the day; meetings were broken
up; Storm Troopers and Red Front fighters fought each other
in back streets or combined to attack the police; authorities vainly
prohibited demonstrations or banned papers. On the marshal's
side ministers were nearly as active as Hitler himself, and the
Reich was nothing but one huge hustings.
* A fine phrase, Rosenberg's, in the Hitlerite Voelkische Beobachter.

